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Summar:. - In this paper \\c prcsrnt cstimatcs of per capit~t incomt’. income distribution. and 
poverty In Kenya for the pcriud hctwrrn 1YI-l and IY76. Th c t’~~imatc~ indicate that per capita 
incomes mostly incrcacd up 1o 1071: inequality incrcacd mwt ol the time until lY50. then fell 
and incrcnxd again until 1971 and then finally fell: poverty dcclincd until lY6-l but haa aincc then 
incrcascd slightly. .A\ decompocition analysis shwvs rhat modern sector enrichment contrihutcd 
more to growth than modern actor enlargcmcnt. and that traditional st’ctor enrichment \<\;I\ of 
greater importance to the poor than modern actor cnIargcmcn1. 

1. INTRODUCTIOS 

An intricate issue in the analysis of the process 
of development is how to evaluate its effect on 
economic welfare. This paper attempts to make 
such an analysis of the long-term change in 
Kenya. In order to be able to draw conclusions 
about the change in economic \velfare. most 
people would agree that gronth. equity and 
poverty aspects need to be considered, although 
there may be different views of their relative 
importance. The purpose of this paper is to 

measure and analyze the changes in income. 
income distribution. and poverty in Kenya be- 
tween 191-I and IY76. The data problems are 
notorious. however, and the reader should be 
aware that the estimates are approximate and 

that the margin of error increases as we go 
backwards in time. 

In Section 2 we discuss the welfare effects of 
growth in ;i dual economy, while Section 3 is 

devoted to 21 short discussion of data and defini- 
tions. Our results are presented in Sections 4 and 
5, and in Section 6 we draw some conclusions 
from the analysis. 

2. WELFARE EFFECTS OF GROWTIi IN A 

DUAL ECONOklY 

The economic structure of Kenya has changed 
drastically during this century. From having been 
a traditional agrarian economy, now more than 
two-thirds of the output originates in the modern 
sector which employs at least a fifth of the labor 
force. Two major economic sectors have co- 
existed during this period of structural change in 
the Kenyan economy - the traditional sector 

and the modern sector. An economy with such a 
structure may be labeled a dual economy. 
n1thoug.h there has been a continuum of econo- 
mic units from completely subsistence oriented 
units to fully commercialized ones. Particularly in 
recent years it has been practicallv impossible to 
find a smallholder who produces kr subsistence 

only (see e.g. Bigsten, 1985b). Thus. the word 
traditional is here not taken to be equivalent to 
subsistence. but is assumed to cover ag-icultural 
production within the framework of the small- 

holder and nomadic economy. The modern 
sector includes large-scale agriculture together 
uith industry and services. 

The evaluation of the welfare effects of grou th 

is an intricate affair when dealing \sith a dual 
economy (see Fields. lY79). and it is particularI> 

problematic when attempts are made to evaluate 
the effects on welfare when there is a transfer of 
people from ;I backward to an expanding. ad- 
vanced sector as is the case in Kenya. Different 
welfare criteria may give contradictorv results. 

Let us consider Fields’ illustration of this point. 
A simplified dual economy may be described 

as follows. Assume that the total labor force is L. 
Total income Y then is equal to the sum of 
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modern hector income1 7” and traditional sector 
incomr Y, which can be written as: 

1. = l_” + 2’ = i”’ .,‘“’ L + p t’: L (1) 

M here f’ “I and j ” are the labor force shares of the 
t\vo xtxtors and ;L bar over ;I variable indicates 
that it is in per capita terms. By dividing through 
by L this can be re\vritten as 

p= i”‘,f”‘+ i’.f’ 
(2) 

bvhich shows how per capita inconic ’ is equal to 
the weighted sum of the average incomes in the 
two sectors. 

The prowth of a du~~l rconomv is equal to the 
weighted sum of the grobvth of.its ttvo sectors. 
The growth of sectoral output in turn is due to 
t\vo effects: 

(a) an enlarpement (or contraction) effect 
which reflects the percentage change 

in the labor force within the sector: 
(b) x1 enrichment effect, due to II change in 

the income level within the sector. 
A typical pattern of change in the dual 

economy is growth of the modern sector share of 
the labor force u”‘) combined with increasing 
income levels (P, 1%) in both sectors. 

To evaluate how different groups benefit from 
clrowth one mav take the first difference of 
72, and dccompos~ the change in total income as 

follows: 

Ap = (&” _f,“‘) (p,‘” _ PI’) + (p:“’ _ ,lf”)/,“’ 

modern sector niodcrn sector 
enlargement effect enrichment effect 

(1 13 

+ ( Vz”’ - p,y ct_“’ _ f,“‘) + ( p2’ - P,‘)f?’ (3) 

interaction between traditional sector 
modern sector enrichment effect 

enlargement and 
enrichment effects 

‘i b 

The effects in (3) obviously need not be positive. 
Note that we calculate the effects net of the 
growth required to absorb the growing popula- 
tlon at the initial income levels and labor 
allocation.’ 

Per capita income growth may thus. for 
example. be due to either the modern sector 
enlargement effect or enrichment effects. The 
welfare evaluation of growth will be affected by 
the relative valuation of the different type-s of 
effects. 

We can now define a simple general welfare 
function as 

w= W(P’.I,P) (4) 

which XI)> that welfare 15 some function of per 
capita income v. relative inequality I. and 
absolute poverty I’. 

This general welfare function is affected in the 
following \vay by the effects described in (1). 

aI\’ >o 
z 

(‘1 

(6) 

ax >o 
ah (7) 

The ambiguous sign of (6) is due to the combina- 
tion of higher incomes and higher inequalit>;_ 
Some kind of weighting procedure is required. It 
one is to reach ;I definittt conclusion about the 
overall welfare effect. 

It is obvious that inequality, as measured by, 
say. the Gini-coefficient (G), would follow x1 

inverted U-pattern over time in an economic 
setting where originally everybody is in the 
traditional sector and all eventually end up in the 
modern sector (for the time being assuming away 
intra-sectoral inequality). When f “I = 0, also 
G = 0, and then when f“” = I, we once again 
have G = 0. Bctwcen these two extreme points 
G > 0 if P” + P. This effect was pointed out by 
Kuzncts in 1’955, although hc also assumed intra- 
group inequality. 

When evaluating modern sector enlargement 
uro\vth. different criteria yield different results. 
?ome kind of trade-off betkeen gro\vth. distrihu- 
tion and poverty is necessary. 

It should here be stressed that It’ does not 
include non-economic variables such as political 
freedom or absence of racial persecution. This 
does not ~ncan that we are unaaare of their 
fund;imental importance to overall \velfare. It is, 
however, beyond the scope of this paper to 
include also this kind of factors. 

3. DATA. DEFINITIONS. AND hfETHOD 

The data base is brieflv described in the 
Appendix. which also provides ;I listing of the 
sources. 

The income which we distribute is the net 
national product at factor cost less public sector 
operating surplus, which cannot be allocated. 
Income is divided among the members of the 
labor force, including the self-employed. 
businessmen. and subsistence farmers; we also 
distinguish between Africans. Europeans, and 
Asians since racial income paps were and still are 



very large. We thus disagregate by the 13 
categories shown in Table 1. We first estimate 
total income for 11 years bettveen 1914 and 1976. 
The years before \Vorld LVar II (IYIJ. 1921. 
1917. 1936) have been chosen mainly on the basis 
of data availability. but they should capture the 
trends reasonably bvell, even if, for example, the 
economic downturn around 1930 is omitted. The 
year 1946 is the first year in many of the data 
series used. while lY50. 1955. and lY60 are just 
five-year intervals. The year lY6J is Kenya‘s first 
year of independence. while the remaining years 
(1967. 1969, 1971. 1974. 1978) represent years 
with good data availability. However. which 
years kvere chosen for this period is not so 
important since the pattern of development is 
fairly stable. at least until 1973. Then there was a 
setback in lY7-l due to the oil price shock. and 
then the coffee boom started in 1976. The last 
two years are therefore somewhat atypical. In 
conclusion, we would still arpue that the number 
of years is sufficient to pick up the major trends, 
even if some short-term fluctuations are either 
omitted or exaggerated. 

However, we do not have complete informa- 
tion for any of the years chosen. Various pro- 
cedures have therefore been used to fill in the 
?vhite spots.” The national income estimates for 
the period between 1964 and 1976 are good by 
African standards. and our estimates for this 
period are the best of those used. Although built 
on official estimates of national income. our 
accounts for 194%60 are more uncertain. 

However, no national accounts have been 
published for the earlier years. We have therc- 
fore derived the relevant parts of those mainly 
from piecemeal information about employment 
and wages (see Appendix). The data for this 
period are therefore highly uncertain, but we 
believe that they still indicate reasonable orders 
of magnitude. 

IVe then break down the estimate of aggregate 
income to our 13 income categories and measure 
the size of those accordins to the best informa- 
tion available (see Appendix). We assume that 
income in each cutegorv is lopnormally distri- 
buted and estimate empirically the variance of 
log incomes for as many categories and years as 
possible and impute the rest:’ All the actual 
estimates. except one. relate to the post-war 
period. so the values used for the pre-war period 
have to be extrapolated from these. Since we do 
not have any substantial income distribution 
information for this period, we have introduced 
little change in those variance estimates. This 
means that we cannot say very much about the 
long-term change in inequality within different 
groups. What the analysis focuses on instead are 
the consequences of a changing composition of 
the labor force. 

Once we have calculated the log variance of a 
group. we can use this information together with 
our information about the arithme& mean to 
compute the lop mean. We can then derive the 
distribution of income receivers over the income 
spectrum (see Aitchison and Brown. 1957). We 
can also estimate the Gini-coefficient for any 
group or aggregation of groups. 

As pointed out in Section 2 it mav be mislend- 
ing to use the Gini-index to measuriinequality in 
a dual economy. We will therefore also compute 
the gap between the traditional and the modern 
sector average incomes denoted GAP.(TIM). We 
define a poverty line, which makes it possible to 
estimate &n’s poverty index. 

In this application we have thus abstained from 
distributing individual incomes by families, due 
to the paucity of data, although some measure 
of family income would be of greater interest 
from a welfare point of view. Income distribution 
by income earners should still give an indication 
about changes in interfamily distribution. The 

African 

Traditional 
smnllholdcrs 

Self-employment 

Private modern 
agriculture 

Other private 
employees 

Public employees 

1. Smallholders 

2. Businessmen 
Farmers 

3. Squatters 
Agr. workers 

4. Private 
employees 

5. Public 
employees 

Asian European 

6. Busincssmcn 10. Businessmen 
Farmers 

7. Agr. workers I I. Agr. workers 

S. Private 12. Private 
rmployees employees 

9. Public 13. Public 
employees employees 



dependency ratios have changed over time. 

Before World \Var 11 Africans had a larger 
dependency ratio than Europeans and Asians;. 
but after the wxr Asians showed a hipher 
dependencv ratio. In the 1YhOs Europeans also 
showed ;I hipher ratio. This is due to the fact that 
African women form an important part of the 
agricultural labor force. and that an increasing 

fraction of the Africans is over 15 years of age. 

This means that Africans have tended to reduce 

the pap in per capita incomes more than the gap 

in income per labor force member. 

-1. CHANGES IN INCOMES. INEQUALITY 
AND POVERTY. 1914-76 

In this section we present the conclusions that 

can be drawn about ICtmyx~ economic develop- 
ment between 1914 and lY76 on the basis of our 
data set. We consider income distribution, per 
capita incomes. and poverty in our welfare 
evaluation. 

The major results of our computations are 
shown in Tables 2. 3 and 4. We first compare 
Tables 2 and 3, and note that there is a strong 
correlation between a change in the Gini- 
coefficient and a change in the urban-rural 
income gap. When the gap declines. tho Gini- 
coefficient also declines. What happens to the 
urhari-rural gap will therefore strongly intlucnce 

1914 2Y(, 0.50 0.57 
1Y11 21-1 0.57 0.75 
IY27 JO’ 0.5s 0.50 
1Y36 hOY O.h3 O.JO 
I946 62’) 0.61 0.4s 
1950 SO? 0.70 O.-I3 
lY55 I177 0.63 0.23 
1YhO Ilh5 O.hX 0.3 I 
1Yh-l I305 0.63 0.21 
1 Y67 I-!51 0.M 0.23 
I%‘) IMS 0.6s 0.24 
1Y71 1636 0.70 0.25 
I Y7J 1665 0.6’) 0.23 
lY76 161s 0.6s 0.35 

*Net National Product at factor cost Icss public sector 
operating surplus income is here divi&d by the whole 
population. 
:7‘hc per worker poverty kinc is I .0(X) Kshs per year in 
the price of lY76. 

what happen5 to overall Inequality as measured 
by the Gini-coefficient. Thus. we may conclude 
that the GIni-coefficient is often a usable indi- 
cator of inequality in ;I dual economy as well. W’e 
can also draw the policy conclusion that if we 

wish to promote equity. \\e should choose 
measures that decrease the urban-rural income 
gap (bee Bigsten 1YSj for further evidence about 
this). 

Looking at Table -I we see that there are only a 
few years about Lvhich \ve can directly bay that 

welfare has either increased or decreased. \Vel- 
fare declined unambiguously between 1Y 1-l and 
lY21 and between lY55 and lY60. and increased 
between lY50 and 1955. between lY60 and 196-l 
and betbvren lY71 and 1074. when we measure its 

change by change, in our three factors. When the 
changes have dlttercnt signs we must weigh the 
factors against each other and then consider the 
left hand part of Table J. Let us now briefly 
describe the Kenyan pattern of development and 
go through the results for aII the periods 
systematically. 

Before the colonial period the degree of 
economic differentiation in Ken>;a may be 
assumed to have been relatively limited. At the 
beginning of the century the English established 
themselves in Kenya and started to build the 
railway to Lake Victoria. The work \vas done by 
coolies from India. many of whom remained in 
Kenya after the work was finished. &lost of those 
set up small stores, and some took up clerical 
positions in industry and the public sector. The 
number of Europeans and Asians increased 
rapidly. but by 1Y 1-I the share of non-Africans in 
the labor force was still under 1%. Already then. 
about 15% of African males are estimated to 
have been in wage employment. Most worked in 
white settler agriculture, but some were engaged 
in other unskilled or clerical work. Now a small 
group of African traders and businessmen was 
also emerging. The relative racial income levels 
for Africans:.4sians:Europeans are here ati- 
mated to have been l:Zh: 1-U in 1Y 1-J. This means 
that although the share of non-Africans in the 
population was small, their share in income \vas 
over 20%. 

Pass laws were introduced before World War 
I. Racial segregation was thus established quite 
early. For several decades to come it was the 
white landowners who dominated politics. and 
maximization of their land rent may be regarded 
as the major policy objective. The settlers took 
the best land and restricted the Africans to 
poorer land. This tended to reduce their resrrva- 

tion wage. which reduced costs for the settlers. 

They reduced the supply price of labor even 
further by means of hut and poll taxes. The 



11% 

Traditwnal xctw income Suhsibtence income ( I ) 

\lo&rn wctur income Private modern Income (Atr1c.111) c-1) 

1914 0. 174 
lY21 0. I-w 
1927 0.175 
1936 0. IS? 
IYJ6 0. IhY 
IYN 0. I’3 
IYj5 0.m 
1960 0. 16’) 
lY6-l 0.19s 
1967 0. IS5 
1969 0. I53 
1Y71 0. I41 
1Y7J 0. 155 
1Y76 0. 156 

0.244 
0.2YY 

0.367 
0.360 
0.376 
0.3 IS 
0.425 
0.7hS 
0.277 
N220 
O.IhY 
0. 171 
0. IS5 
0. 199 

Tahlc 4. Wdfirrc c/ra,rgr. 1’) l&76 

Pcrcentagc annual change of 
Per Gini- Sen’s 

capita coeff. of poverty 
income inequality in&x 

Impact on wellarc 

Change Change 

in I in P 

IY I-k-‘1 -4.6 I.‘) 4.0 - - - _ 
lY71-27 I I.2 0.3 -4.X + - + ‘.’ ( + ) 
1937-36 4.s 0.0 -7 3 _._ + _ + ? (+) 
lY3M6 0.3 0.2 0.4 + _ - ‘! (0) 
lY4&50 s.3 2.3 -2.7 + - + ? (+) 
I Y.i&55 6.7 -2. I -11.8 + + + + 
IY5.~60 -0.’ I.5 6.1 _ _ _ _ 
IY6Wi-l 4.2 -1.‘) -Y.3 + + + + 
1’)~67 2.1 I.6 3.1 + - _ ‘, 
I Y67-6’) 4. I I.5 2.2 + - _ ‘1 
I Yh’b7 I 2.2 I.5 1.1 + _ _ ‘, 
1Y71-71 0.6 -0.5 0 + + 0 + 
I Y7-k76 -1.4 -0.7 0 - i 0 ‘7 

incomes of the African smallholders were also 
held down by regulations, which ruled that 
Africans could not grow a number of cash crops. 
The Europeans also protected their positions 
vis-ti-\,is the Asians through administrative reg- 
ulations which. for example, forbade them to 
own land. By the mid-1920s a racially segregated 
society had been firmly established with the 
whites controlling export crop production and 
professional jobs. and with the Asians controlling 
trade and working in middle-level administrative 
positions. Africans were confined to smallholder 
farming, unskilled wage employment, petty trade 
and lower-level clerical jobs. 

1914-21: In this period per capita incomes fell 
and inequality and poverty increased. The de- 
cline in per capita incomes was due to the war. 
and this decline also explains why poverty 
increased. The increase in inequality during this 
period was due to the increasing differences 
within the modern sector. It was thus the 
increasing economic differentiation, which 
caused the Gini-coefficient to increase. The gap 
between the traditional and modern sectors 
increased considerably. This may be considered a 
period of falling welfare. 

1921-36: The policy of segregation continued 
and racial inequality remained large. Still, the 
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economy espandrd rapdly. except for the 

depression years. The Incomes of the Africans in 

the modern actor increaed uith the general 

gro\\th in these sectors. At the 5;lmt‘ time there 

w;1\ some espanslon of African cash crop produc- 

tion in this period. mainly directed to the 

espanding domestic food market, althouph crop5 

such as cotton \vere al50 grown. The economic 

expansion of estates and urb;m areas created 2 

demand for African labor. which tended to 

increase the \vape level. With the pro\vth in per 

capita incomes povert) also decreased. In- 

equality increased due to increased inequ;llit) 

within the modern scctor.With incomes increas- 

ing and poverty dccreasins one should probable 

consider this a period of increasing 1C’. in spite c;f 

the increase in inequality. 

lY36-46: Inequality among smallholders in- 

creased. Those who had large areas of land, or 

land where cash crops could be groun. improved 

their income position considerably. More Afri- 

cans became traders. and could as such earn 

better incomes. In spite of this, African in- 

equality increased little in this period. This was ;I 

period with a small increase in per capita incomes 

against small increases in inequalit? and poverty. 

One could say that C1’ changed Ilttle. 

IY-GW The economy grew quite rapidly after 

the war. but inequality increased in all sectors 

and rxxs. It was mainly the modern sector which 

grew, while the traditional 5cctor was restrained 

by the restrictions or neglect of the government. 

In spite of the consideixbly incl-eased inequality, 

poverty was rcducetl tluc to the rapid growth of 

the economy. It could thus Ix argued that CV 

increased. 

lY5C-55: This is the period of the Ma11 Marl 
struggle. but the economy boonwi. because: of 

the Korean War. Particularly the agricultural 

sector (including trxiition:il agriculture) grew. 

and this reduced inequality considerably in spite 

of the fact that inequality within traditional 

agriculture increased. 

Demand for labor increased rapidly due to 

higher prices and increased production. The gap 

between modern and traditional sectors was at its 

all time low in 1955. The modern sector grew in 

relative size and the traditional sector was 

enriched, and this reduced the Gini-coefficient. 

W increased. 

IYjj40: One c011se~pc1vx of hIau Mau was 
that the government had to change its policy 

towards the African smallholders. and during the 

second half of the duxdc smallholders were 

allowed to grow coffee and received more 

support. In spite of this, the incomes of small- 

holders fell due to the poorer market situation. It 

should also be noted that the government from 

now on pushed up minimum ua~es. ahleh 

contributed to the increased urban-rural p,~p, 

This polic? of support for poorly paid .-4frican 

workers Increased inequxlit>. The failing 

smallholder incomes incrcaed the Incidence of 

poverty. II’ declined. 

l%(L64: Estates began to break up with the 

coming of independence in IYh3. u hich reduced 

the demand for \vage labor. Incomes Lvent up. 

and inequality and poverty declined. H’ In- 

creased. 

lY617 I : Since independt’nct’ Ken> ;I has pur- 

sued a capitalist strategy. Industrial development 

has been supported by an import substitution 

policy. There was w111r land redistribution dur- 

ing the 1960s. but essentially the policy WI\ 

aimed at supporting smallholders ivithin the 

existing structure of land ownership. The public 

sector espanded rapidI> and government 

intervention increased. 

Independence implied :I change of the inter- 

racial distribution of income and political po\\sr. 

Even if the economic structure changed little. 

there was a change in the racial distribution of 

positions and incomes. The degree of overlap 

among African, European and Asinn distribu- 

tions increased. Ind~‘p~‘~~dcnce thus contributed 

to intra-African inequality by opening up oppor- 

tunities. that were earlier not available. 

The public sector wages were raised drasticall> 

to recruit people; this increase was later met b) 

the private sector which also pushed up wrgcs. 
Minimum wages continued to increase until the 

late 1960s. Thcrc was ;I high demand for skilled 

African labor at this time, and their incomes 

increased rapidly. 

Agriculturxl sector per capita incomes had 

increased until lY6J. but have since then been 

stagnant. There are, ho\vever. large difference5 

in the smallholder group. There is 3 hard core of 

poor peasants. which has not benefited from the 

opportunities. namely those nith little and pot’r 

land. people with small incomes on the side and 

people who do not innovate for one reason or 

another. The landless and the pastoralists are 

also in a difficult situation. 

For this period we must weigh improved per 

capita incomes against increase5 in both in- 

equality and poverty. The change in It’ is 

ambiguous. 

1971-7-I: The economy expanded quite rapidI> 

until the first oil price shock. although African 

real wages tended to stagnate or decline. 

Nevertheless. in this period per capita income 

increased. inequality declined and poverty ~3s 

unchanged. Our W increased. 

1974-76: This period first saw the impact of 3 

negative shock. the oil price increase, and then 



the beginning of a positlw >hock. the coffee 

boom. It was thus ;L turbulent period. in which 
some gained while others lost. Per capit;l incomes 
fell. but inequality declined while poverty re- 
main& constant. The change in IL’ k ambiguous. 

LVith regard to racial inequality it 5hould hrt 
noted that the share of Europeans and Asians In 
income peaked in 1950. when it amounted to 
51”!0. Their share of the population was then 
about 2.5’&. Since then their share of income 
~ruclu~lllv fell to 72” 2 ‘_ 0 in 1976. when their share cxf 
the population \vas about I”, Inequality has. 
over time. increasingly been an intra-racial affair. 
although the gap in income levels between 
Africans and non-.-\fricans in 1076 still \vas in the 
neighborhood of I:30. 

Our tentative analysis of economic kvelfarc 
suggests that it declined between 191-1 and 1921. 
improvfxi 1011-55. declined lY55-60. improved 

between 1Y60 and 1964, while it is more difficult 
to clcarl~ state what has happened to economic 
welfare SIIIC~ then. The period between 1971 and 
lY7-1 cxi be rated xi a period of improvement, 
while we would get different results for the other 
periods depending on how the different com- 
ponents arc weighted. First. per capita income 
grows while inequality uid poverty increase. 
Then finallv we have the reverse situation that 
per capita ‘iriconitzs fall. while inequality de- 
crc’ascs (and poverty remains constnnt). 

We imy thus note that there was ;I considcr- 
ahlc growth in per capita incomes during the 
post-lntlcp~ndLiic~ period until lY7-1. but that 
poverty has increased in spite of this. One reason 

for this is. of course. the fact that rnrquality 
showed an increasing trend until 1971. 

One must be cautious in comparing our Gini- 
esimntes with those of other countries derived b\ 

other methods. For example. our atimats c;f 
0.68 in 1Y76 is reduced to (I.53 when intra-goup 
inequality is assumed away. This means that it is 
fairly close to the estimate for IGxq’;l by Crau- 
forcfand Thorheck (1’97s) bvhich is 0.U. With an 
approach similar to ours. with intra-group in- 
equality. Anker and Knowlrs ( lYS3) estimate the 
Kenyan Gini at 0.67. bvhilr our &mate is 0.6s. 
One should nevertheless be cautious about con- 
clusions about the level of the Gini-coefficient. 
The main point here is that NC have applied a 
consistent method throughout. which me believe 
will capture the direction of change in the 
Gini-coefficient. 

5. DECOMPOSITION OF ECONOMIC 
GROWTH 19 l-L-76 

In this section we report the results of the 
decomposition of per capita income growth 
described in Section 2. The results of the 
drcompusition according to formula (3) are 
reported in Table 5. The poor can benefit from 

growth either by being drawn into the modern 
sector (a) or by income increaws in the tradition- 
al sector (d). 

Note that modern sector enlargement was 
most important in the periods 1Y 14-27. lY3M6. 
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lYSlk5S. and IYhY-71. Xlodern actor enrich- 

ment u;is important IYZI-3. 19-16-51). and lY5S- 
71. The incomes In rhe traditional hector in- 
creased lY31-36, 134t~55. 1YHM-l. and IY71-76. 

Looking at the growth of the modern swtor. 
RX see that wer the whole period modern sector 

environment is more important than modern 

‘;ector enlargemttnt \vhen s\plalninp the per 

capita income increase. D’e ;IIW see that tracll- 

tional sector enrichment is more important than 

modern sector enlargement. 

\Vhen \ve compare different periods. \\e find 
that the best periods for the poor xcording to 
this ;m;ilysis wrc 1YXAh. 193kS5. and lY71- 
74. In most periods. hoivever. modern scctol 

enrichment dominates. e.g. 106-I-71. Note, how- 

ebt’r. that in the last period betlvtxn lY7-1 and 
1Y7h it is the traditional sector enrichment effect 

that dominates. but this is to a large extent due to 

the temporary coffee boom. 

It should be noted that incclu;llity increases in 

the vears when modern sector enrichment gro\vth 

dun;inatcs (cf. Table 4). We may also note that 
!vheii traditional sector cnrichmcnt i5 positive. 

poverty decreases. The policy conclusions arc 

thus obvious and hardly surprising. Positive (1 

and 2, influence W positively, while the (5factor is 

ambiguous. since it contributes to both increastxl 

per capita incomes and higher inquality. To 

reduce inequality and poverty. growth should 
incrcaw the size of the moclcrn sector i~nd the 
Icvel of trxlition:il sector inconics. 

6. CONCLUSION 

We have arguccl that in order to analyze 

changes in economic welfare. one should take 

changes in per capita incomes. inequality and 
poverty into account. If there arc improvcmcnts 
in all these three indicators. WC can unambigu- 
ously talk ahout iniprowrwnts in economic 
welfare: if they alI cictcrioratc. we may talk about 
;I wclfurc decline; if some improve while some 

deteriorate, \vt‘ have to weigh the effects against 
each other. As the basis for our welfare analysis 
wt‘ have therefore computed the levels of per 

capita income. int2quality and poverty for I1 

years between lY1-l and IY76. Our estimates hove 

shown that per capita income increased most of 
ths time up until lY7-1; inequality as measured by 

the Gini-coefficient increased until 1’350. then 

fell. increased again until lY71. and finally fell 

ag~llll; poverty decreased until 1Y6-1 and then 

increwxi slishtlb again. Economic uelfare. 

which WC define as ;I composite of the three 
above-mentioned factor\. incrcawd mow often 
than it ciecrrawd. but it3 change blnce Indepcnd- 

ence has hen ambiguous. 

The decomposition anal\w >h~wcd that 
prucluctivit~ increases aithin the t\(c) xctorh 

mattered more to the groivth of per capita 

incomes than the increase in the \hare of the 

modern sector. Both ector’r ha\ c thus hho\\ n ;I 
positive Ion?-run development pattrrn. but rC:kl 

:rgricultural income levels would probably have 
shown ;I poorer Ion, “-run trend if outmigration to 
the modern sector, which has reduced land 

pressure. had been impossible. hforeover. xuw 

to nqc ~rnploym~nt in the modern sector has 

made it possible for smallholder families to 

receive cash to finance innovations \vhich have 

raised rural incomes. On the other hand. urban 
growth has to some txtcnt been precipitated b> 
government policies. huch ;I), the import substi- 

tution policy. which have discriminated against 
agriculture. Thus we may concludr that the 
growth in total productivity was mainly due to 
the growing productivity in the t\vo major part5 

of the economy. but that structural change 

played ;I part in this increase. A dzvelopni~nt 

pattern of modern sector enlargement and tradi- 

tional sector enrichment was found to reduce 

both poverty and inequality. 

Our computations show that the type of 

change in economic structure which Kenya has 
espcricncetl gives ;I higher Gini-coefficient even 
when the cwfficicnt within the groups does not 
change. If ;I poor c~onomy. such as the Kenq:nn 
one. wishes to achieve ;I structural change \vhlch 

incrcascs the hizc of the modern. high-paying 

sector. an incrcasc in the Gini-coefficient is more 
or less incvitablc. Sensitivity anal>stx of our 

results show that if wt: assume the relative 

inconics of our I3 groups to remain constant over 

the pcriucl. the results come out very much the 

same. There is ;I large increase in the Gini- 

coefficient over the period studied. Lvith :I small 
decline during the 1970s. We also note that 
although the modern-traditiun~il income gap has 
changed very little in the Ions run. the Gini- 

coefficient has increased. 
One may. however, try to pursue policies 

which make the increase ICS pronounced. and it 

is well known that the growth in per capita 

incomes explains only ;I limited part of the 
increase in the Gini-coefficient. Our analysis 

nevertheless suggests that over the \ery long run 

the “inequalizing” force of growth 2nd structural 

change in a dual economv is strong. 
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r\l’PENDIS: TttE DATA BASE 

Due to sp;tcc limitation\ it ib not possible to present 
the data used to compute incomc~ in full. \\‘c have to 
confine ourscivcs to pwscnting a list o( the data 
collcctcd. with a icw brick conin~cnts,an~l the sources 
used. The data base. definitions and methods 01 
comput;~tion arc discuswd in dc‘tall in Big\tcn ( lOSSa). 
The intcrcstcd rcadcr may obtain the data from the 
author. 

For each of the year5 lYl-1. 1021, 1027, I’MI. IYlh. 
lY50, lYi5, lOhO. IYhJ, IY)h7. l%1Y, 1071. lY7-I. lY76 
the variables list4 below have been cstimatcd: 
Population by raw 
Number of households by raw 
L louschold size by income group 
L~~bor force by r;Icc 
Employment by income group 
Crw.5 domatic product 
Gross n;ltion;ll product 
Net national product 
Public sector operating surplus 
Smallhuldcr agricultural inconw 
!Vu_pcs and salaric5 by income group 
Operating surplus by incornc group 
Avcragc annual income b) income group 
GDP dcllator 
Variance of incomes. 

The nationul income etimatcs for the postwar period 
arc bawd on national accounts. although adjustments 
have had to be made to make dclinitions consistent 
over time. For the period bcforc World War II. though. 
WC start from cstimatcs of labor incomes which may bc 
done rsasonahly well on the basis of fairly rich data. 
WC then asumc that the share of wgcs in GDP before 

World IV;ir II w;~\ 30’%,, slightly Iowcr than th,lt ol’ the 
postwar period, and derive GDP from [hi\. Thih mean> 
that if the wasc share incrcnscd, wc ovcratlmatt’ GDP 
growth bel’orc lY.36. The growth estimate (or this 
period is thub highly tentative. For the samc pcrtod \\c 
then divide the ronwining 70”;, of GDP bctwwn 
smallhvldcr inc(Imc’ and operating surplw on the ha\ib 
of gcncral inlornwtion about the pattern ul change. 
This is also highly tcntativc. Our atimatc\ ot’ incomc 
and income distribution hefore World War II arc thu\ 
wry crude. and should bc consider4 a first prcliminar): 
attempt to provide some figures on the pattern ot 
economic change in this period. 

Employment figures for Europcanb and Asian5 for 
lY46 and Iatsr are taken from actual cniploy~cnt and 
curnines surveys ~ self-cmploymcnt for i\\lan\ 15 then 
residually dctermincd from our labor force cstimatc. 
For the Europeans U’I: have asbumcd that the number 
of scttkrs peaked in IY55. while the number d 
self-cmploycd in industry is assumrd to have pcahcd in 
1964. The employment population ratio ib allowed to 
vary after lY16 for Europeans. 

For these two c;ltr)Forics WL‘ have estimated employ- 
ment population ratws for 1921 and IY-tS and intr‘r- 
p&ted intervening years. The ratios for 1911 arc 
assumed to bc the samc‘as those of lY21. For the earlier 
period the ratios bctwcen employment and population 
for Asians and Europeans arc considerably higher than 
after World War 11. This is reasonable. since many men 
with no families came in as labor at the time. 

The average age of the African population has 
increased during the period studied and an incrrasiny 
fraction has thus come to be of working age. This 
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